MEGA (Multiple Essential Genes Assembling) deletion and replacement method for genome reduction in Escherichia coli.
Top-down reduction of the bacterial genome to construct desired chassis cells is important for synthetic biology. However, the current progress in the field of genome reduction is greatly hindered by indispensable life-essential genes that are interspersed throughout the chromosomal loci. Here, we described a new method designated as "MEGA (Multiple Essential Genes Assembling) deletion and replacement" that functions by assembling multiple essential genes in an E. coli-S. cerevisiae shuttle vector, removing targeted chromosomal regions containing essential and nonessential genes using a one-round deletion, and then integrating the cloned essential genes into the in situ chromosomal loci via I-SceI endonuclease cleavage. As a proof of concept, we separately generated three large deletions (80-205 kbp) in the E. coli MDS42 chromosome. We believe that the MEGA deletion and replacement method has potential to become widely used in large-scale genome reductions in other sequenced organisms in addition to E. coli.